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Introduction

Have you ever read a book, and speculated how you might have
handled a situation in the story that the author’s protagonist
had to face?  Perhaps you created a character of your own, and
inserted him or her into the story to assist or maybe act as rival
to the main character.  If so, you would probably enjoy role
playing games.
A role-playing game is a set of rules for a group of people to tell
a collective story.  The members of the group include one person
(who in these rules is referred to as the “Game Master“) who acts
as a sort of referee for the story-telling; he chooses the
setting of the story, the non-player characters involved, the
types and amounts of treasure to be won, and the monsters to
defeat.  The other players each take the role of one of the
protagonists of the story, and describe how these characters
react to the challenges and opportunities presented by the Game
Master.

What is needed to use these rules: players, at least three six-
sided dice (called “3d6”; having a set of dice for each player is
advisable), some paper and writing utensils, and imagination.

The most important rule is: the Game Master's word is final.  If
there is a point in the rules that is not clear or can be
interpreted different ways, then the Game Master must decide
what the rules mean in that particular instance.
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Creating a character
Think about what sort of character you want to include in the
story.  He, or she, might be a mighty warrior, an irascible
scoundrel, a wise priest, a mysterious wizard, or someone else
entirely.  Think about what background you think the character
should have, what sort of factions and organizations to which he
might belong, and any flaws or virtues he possesses.

Roll 3d6 for each ability, in order, recording the result:
Might: the character’s physical strength and health.  The Might
score influences how successful a character is when making a
melee attack, when engaging in some rigorous activity such as
climbing, running, or swimming, and how much equipment the
character can carry.

Agility: The character’s physical grace, balance, and
flexibility.  The Agility score influences how successful a
character is when making a ranged attack, or when performing some
activity that requires dexterity or balance.

Understanding: the character’s ability to think, reason, and
learn; it is a combination of a character’s intellect and wisdom.
The Understanding score influences how successful the character
is when performing a faith power or casting a spell, in acquiring
and understanding new information, and in perceiving
circumstances and situations.

Luck: More than beneficial fortune, Luck is the studied ability
to recognize and seize opportunity.  The luck score is used when
the player wants to attempt something that is above and beyond
the character’s natural abilities (say, swing the sword in an arc
to hit several enemies surrounding the character), to re-roll a
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missed attack or ability check (the player’s dice say the
character fell from halfway up the cliffside, the character’s
luck says differently), or to get out of a bad situation (the
Troll hit the character--no wait, it really missed).  “Luck
checks” can be made at intervals that the Game Master determines
fits the tenor of the game (i.e. once per battle, once per day,
once per month, etc.).
 A Luck Check is made by the player rolling 3d6; if the result is
less than his Luck score plus ability and level modifiers, then
the Luck Check is a success.  In addition, the luck score acts as a
bonus to any treasure
The Luck Ability also allows a character to attempt a lucky
strike against a foe.  Once per battle, when the character hits an
opponent with an attack, he can roll 3d6.  If the result is less
than his modified Luck score, then the initial attack does an
extra 1d6 points of damage.

Ability scores of 3-6 impose a penalty of 1 point to any action a
character takes that is dependent on the particular score (as
determined by the Game Master).

Ability scores of 7-13 effect no penalty or benefit to a
character’s actions

Ability scores of 14-17 provide a bonus of 1 point to a
character’s actions that depend on the respective ability score
(as determined by the Game Master).

Ability scores of 18 provide a 2 point bonus to a character’s
actions that depend on the respective ability score (as
determined by the Game Master).
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Level modifier: a character’s level adds a modifier to his
attacks, defenses, and ability checks.  The modifier is equal to
the character’s level - 5.  A first-level character would have a
level modifier of -4, while a tenth-level character would have a
level modifier of +5.

Saving Throws:  If the Game Master requires a saving throw, the
player rolls 2d6.  A roll of 7 or more equals success, 6 or less
equals failure.
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Choose Career Path
There are three career paths available in the adventuring
profession: warrior, priest, and wizard.

Warriors are brawlers and
fighters, experienced with using weapons and wearing armor.
They use no magic or faith powers.  Their career path focuses on
physical conditioning, and warriors rely primarily on the Might
Ability to accomplish their work.
Warrior features:
>Warriors begin with 7 + 1d6 hit points.

>Warriors may begin adventuring at age 15, although the player
may choose to have his character be older than that, for role
playing reasons.

>Warriors add +1 to attack rolls and damage rolls

>Warriors using light melee weapons may use the Agility Bonus
rather than the Might Bonus for attack and damage rolls.
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>At level 3, warriors are able to field-dress physical wounds
(i.e. not hit points lost by casting magic spells).  Any creature
whose wounds are so treated by the warrior regains 2d6/4 +1 hit
points.  At level 6, the hit points gained are 2d6/3 +1, and at
level 9 it’s 2d6/2 + 1.

>At level 5, warriors add 2 points to their Might Score

>At level 5, warriors choose a name for their favorite weapon;
this weapon acts as a +1 magic weapon for the warrior only; when
the warrior reaches level 7, the weapon acts as a +2 magic weapon
for the warrior only, and at level 9, the weapon acts as a +3 magic
weapon for the warrior only.  When the warrior dies, the weapon
becomes legendary, and is usable by anyone as a magic weapon at
the level it was when the warrior died. (Save information about
this weapon for later games!)

>At level 9 the warrior is granted a title of nobility, as
determined by the Game Master, and either inherits or builds a
stronghold.

>At level 9, the warrior has experienced a lot in his life.  The
rough and tumble work in which a warrior engages affects
different characters in different ways.  Some become dedicated
to a sense of honor and justice; some become jaded and cynical,
some learn never to trust anyone or anything but the sword in
one's hand.  Whether out of strength of character or pure
cussedness, the warrior become almost impossible to order around
without his acquiescence.  Level 9 warriors are therefore immune
to the controlling powers of dragons.
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Priests are holy men dedicated to spreading
and defending the teachings of the Church.  They rely on their
Understanding Score for the faith powers they use, but also
depend on strength for smiting the enemies of Truth when
necessary.
Priest features:
>Priests begin with 6 + 1d6 hit points.

>Priests require some training before they receive their
ordination.  The years of training a priest requires depends on
his Understanding Score.  Subtract the priest’s Understanding
Score from 19.  Since the priest usually begins religious
training at the age of 16, add the difference between his
Understanding Score and 19 to 16 to determine how old the priest
is when he begins adventuring.

>At his ordination, a priest receives a Book of Common Prayer.
This codex contains Scripture Passages, Prayers, Psalms, Hymns,
Sermon notes from Famous Church leaders, discourses on theology
and apologetics, and Orders of Service for Religious Ceremonies
(weddings, last rites, etc.).  The book also contains more
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mundane information, such as the ingredients and instructions
for creating salves, ointments, poultices, and other healing
substances; advice on counseling people suffering from
depression or addictions, tips on public speaking and techniques
for persuasive argument.  The priest relies on the Book of Common
Prayer for his faith powers.  Also, while use of faith powers
causes hit point damage that cannot be regained through healing-
type faith powers, the priest can study and meditate on the
information in the Book to regain hit points.  The amount of hit
points regained is 1 hit point per level per hour spent in study.

>The Priest may use faith powers to aid his allies and fight his
enemies beginning at level 1.  The use of faith powers requires
sacrifice on the part of the priest, in the form of lost hit
points.  The amount of hit points lost equals twice the level of
the faith power. Hit points lost by using faith powers cannot be
regained through use of healing faith powers, or by such
activities as binding wounds; however a priest recovers all hit
points lost through use of faith powers through resting
undisturbed for six continuous hours.  The priest can also, as
mentioned previously, regain hit points through studying his
Book of Common Prayer.

>At level 5, the Priest receives a 1 point bonus to his
Understanding Score, and a 1 point bonus to either his Might
Score or his Agility Score (the player decides which).

>At level 9, the priest founds a church, or perhaps a holy order
of monks, that is dedicated to the priest’s faith.  The priest
receives tithes from the church or order equal to 3d6x10 gold
pieces a month, which are stored for him at the church or order’s
headquarters, and which the priest can retrieve at any time.
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>When the priest dies, he is revered as a saint, and some article
of his (or, potentially, a piece of his body) is considered a holy
relic, granting some benefit to the relic’s bearer (the
character’s player and the Game Master can decide what that
benefit is; save this information for later games!).

Faith Powers
A priest’s Faith Powers are divided into four areas:
Healing: The priest can cure physical wounds (but not hit point
losses due to casting magic spells or using faith powers),
diseases, poisonings, brain damage, or any other type of damage
done to the body or mind.
Harming: More than simply driving evil away, the priest uses
this type faith power to cause damage to evil beings and undead.
Blessing: The priest bestows divine power on a person or object,
increasing his (or its) potential.  He may use this to increase a
weapon’s damage, increase a person’s ability to perceive dangers
and opportunities, or remove magic curses from people and
things.
Cursing: The priest diminishes the ability of an evil creature to
fight or engage in other activity.
More information on Faith Powers is given later in these rules.
All faith powers take effect the instant the priest performs
them; there is no “casting time”.
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Wizards study the relationship between
language and the natural world;  through research and
experimentation, wizards discover (and sometimes create) magic
words and phrases that can manipulate matter and energy.  They
rely on the Understanding Score to develop and use magic.
Wizard features:
>Wizards begin with 4 + 1d6 hit points

>Wizards are those who have completed the Trivium (Grammar,
Logic, and Rhetoric), the Quadrivium (Arithmetic, Geometry,
Music, and Astronomy), as well as all studies pertaining to
Philosophy and Theology.  At the conclusion of their education,
wizards compile their notes into a codex, which is referred to as
a “Tome of Knowledge”.  Information on just about any subject is
contained therein, as well as notes on magical theory and
spellcraft.  The notes are transcribed into the codex using
magical writing which only the wizard can read.  The wizard’s
spells are also contained in the “Tome of Knowledge”, and is
therefore erroneously referred to by non-wizards as a
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“spellbook”.

>When faced with magical writing, the wizard can spend several
minutes, using his Book of Knowledge, to decipher the writing.

>Because a wizard spends most of his early life in intense study,
he has usually neglected physical activity.  The wizard can only
use daggers and staves as weapons, and can not wear armor even as
light as leather armor.

>Also, the wizard may be a bit older than either warriors or
priests when he begins adventuring; just how much older depends
on how long it took the wizard to finish his education.  Wizards
usually begin their education at the age of 16 years old.  The
speed with which the wizard attains his degree depends on the
wizard’s Understanding Score.  Subtract the character’s
Understanding score from 22.  Add the difference to 16 to
determine how old the wizard is when he begins adventuring.

>At level 1, the wizard can cast simple spells.  As he increases
in experience, the wizard can cast ever-greater magic.  The level
of magic spell a wizard can cast is equal to half his level,
rounded up.  Casting magic spells requires effort and causes
psychological fatigue, which reduces a wizard’s ability to
engage in rigorous activity, such as fighting a battle.  This is
represented as a loss to the wizard’s hit points.  The number of
hit points a wizard loses when casting a spell is equal to twice
the spell’s level.  This hit point loss cannot be regained
through mundane or magical healing.  However, the wizard regains
all hit points lost to magic use by resting undisturbed for six
straight hours.  Also, the wizard can pick one spell at each level
that he focuses on.  Each of these “focus spells” cost an amount
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of hit points equal to its level, rather than twice its level.

>At level 5, the wizards receives a +2 bonus to his Understanding
Score.

>At level 5, the wizard can begin work on creating a
Philosopher’s Stone, which has the power to turn base metals into
gold, as well as create an elixir of life, which grants health and
long life to the imbiber.  The ingredients necessary for creating
the Philosopher’s Stone are determined by the Game Master, and
become quest objectives for the wizard.  Generally, the wizard
should discover one of four necessary ingredients for each of his
next four levels.

>At level 9, the wizard can create a wizard’s tower, a university
of magic, or other institution, wherein he uses the ingredients
gathered in his journeys to create a Philosopher’s Stone.  If the
institution is a tower, the wizard has a special portal spell
that he can cast, without cost, at either dusk or dawn, to return
to the tower to rest, taking up to 10 allies with him.  If the
institution is a university, then the wizard receives tuition
fees equal to 2d6 x 10 gold pieces a month, which are kept at the
university and can be collected by him whenever he visits.  He
still goes on adventures, both for the amusement such activity
affords, and to gather further information for his work.

Magic Spells
A wizard’s spells are linguistic tools to manipulate natural
forces
Fire Magic manipulates energy
Air Magic manipulates matter that is in a gaseous state
Water Magic manipulates matter that is in a liquid state
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Earth Magic manipulates matter that is in a solid state.
More information on magic spells is detailed later in these
rules.
All magic spells are cast the instant the wizard says the magic
words; there is no “casting time”.

Where’s the thief?
He’s right behind you, holding your wallet. There is no “thief
class”, but that doesn’t mean that players cannot have a thief
character.  Just choose one of the three professions, and play
the character as one would a thief (or bard, or barbarian, or
whatever).
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Determine Defenses
Armor Class: This is equal to the armor rating of the armor a
character has equipped (is wearing); if the character is wearing
no armor (or if the character’s Agility Defense is higher), then
use the character’s Agility Defense.  The character’s level
modifier does not affect his Armor Class.  The highest armor
rating a character may have is 18.
Might Defense:  The character uses this defense to ward off
attacks against his physical well-being; it allows the character
to avoid being knocked down or pushed around, as well as to fight
off disease and/or poisoning.  This defense is equal to the
Character’s Might Score plus the character’s level modifier,
plus the Might ability modifier.  Thus, a level 1 character with a
might score of 15 would have a might defense of (15 + (-4) + 1) =
12.  The highest Might Defense a character may have is 18.
Agility Defense: The character uses this defense to dodge out of
the way of certain attacks or to slip out of an enemy’s grasp.
This defense is equal to the character’s Agility score plus the
character’s level modifier, plus the character’s agility
modifier.  The highest Agility Defense a character may have is
18.
Understanding Defense: This is the characters’ ability to ward
off attacks against the mind and will; the character uses this
defense to keep from being charmed or frightened, and to
disbelieve lies and illusions.  The Understanding Defense is
equal to the character’s Understanding Score plus the
character’s level modifier, plus the character’s Understanding
ability bonus.  The highest Understanding Defense score a
character may have is 18.
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Pick a Race

Humans are the standard race in the realms; they
can be any class and may progress to level 10 in their profession.
Humans live to about age 70 to 75, and generally enter into
retirement at age 65.

Dwarves are shorter and stockier
than humans, and may only be warriors.  Dwarves begin with 8 + 1d6
hit points.  Dwarves get a bonus of +2 to their Might score, can
see in darkness (although not as well as they can in normal light)
and can easily detect traps and irregularities in a structure’s
architecture.  Dwarves also are able to flawlessly determine the
cardinal directions (North, South, East, West) when
underground.  Dwarves get an additional +1 bonus to attack and
damage rolls when using hammers, axes, or poleaxes.  Dwarves may
only progress to level 6.  Dwarves live to about 200 years old,
and usually retire around 175 years of age.
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Elves are about the same height as humans,
but are usually of slighter build.  Elves have ears that come to a
point, and generally have eyes that are some shade of green.
Elves can be either warriors or wizards; they choose which at the
beginning of an adventure, and may switch to the other class at
the beginning of the next adventure.  Elves may use magical
weapons and armor when they are adventuring as magicians.  Elves
begin with 5 + 1d6 hit points.  Elves are adept at moving silently
(+1 to Agility checks to determine if the elf is successful at
moving silently), using bows of any variety (+2 to attack and
damage rolls), and noticing such things as hidden doors.  Elves
are immune to sleeping and charm enchantments.  Elves may only
progress to level 8, which includes the levels taken in both
classes (i.e., an elf may be a combination of level 5 warrior and
level 3 wizard, or level 4 warrior, level 4 wizard, or any other
combination that has a total sum of 8 levels; they do not get 8
levels in each class).  Elves live around 300 years, and usually
retire around age 260.
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Halflings are short folk distantly related to both
dwarves and humans.  They are homebodies that generally do not
enter the adventuring profession, but those few halflings that
do enter it act as warriors.  Halflings begin with 6 + 1d6 hit
points.  They are expert at hiding and moving silently (+2 to
agility checks when attempting to be stealthy), and using thrown
weapons (+2 to attack and damage rolls when throwing stones,
daggers, darts, etc.).  Halflings may also use a light melee
weapon in each hand without the attack penalty other warriors
suffer.  They may not, however, use two-handed weapons of any
type, except for the shortbow.  They are magic resistant and
courageous when pressed (+2 to any Defense if the attack is
magical; + 2 to any Defense against fear-based attacks).
Halflings are lucky folk, and therefore a halfling character may
make two luck checks and two lucky strike attempts instead of the
usual one for each time interval that the Game Master ruled for
the particular adventure. Halflings may only advance to level 6.
Halflings live to be about 100 years old, and retire around age
90.
Note on Age and adventuring:  The group may decide to ignore age
altogether, or they made decide to have characters begin showing
the signs of age through the years.  For example, a human
adventurer may see all his ability scores reduced by a certain
amount when he reaches age 60.  Again, this factor of the game can
be included or not, based on what the group desires.
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Equipment:
Characters roll 2d6 and multiply by 10; the result determines how
much money the character begins with.

Money:  The standard unit of currency is the shilling, a one-
ounce silver coin.  16 shillings are equivalent to a unit of money
known as a “pound”, so named because it entails a pound of silver
(there is no “pound coin”, however).  A “Pound” has the same value
as a one ounce gold coin, which can take the form of a “Ducat”, a
“Florin”, or a “Sovereign”, depending on the coin’s origin.
There is also a copper coin known as a “Penny”.  There are 100
copper pennies to a shilling.  Easy, no?
Really? No?  Then make up your own money system.

Armor:
Full Plate Mail is the best armor one can wear.  It weighs around
50 pounds and establishes a character’s armor class as 18.
Unless a character finds a suit of armor that fits him during the
course of his adventures (“Are you sure it doesn’t fit?  My Luck
Check says differently!”), he is unlikely to have enough money to
afford a suit of plate armor until later in his career.  Figure
several hundred to a few thousand gold coins in price.

Half Plate:  Half Plate armor weighs around 50 pounds, and gives
the character who has equipped it an armor class score of 16.
Half-plate armor costs around 20 pounds, or 320 shillings.
Mail: Chain Mail is the commonest form of armor for soldiers.  It
weighs around 50 pounds, but is less comfortable to wear than
plate mail, as the shoulders bear much of the weight.  It gives
the character wearing it an armor defense of 14.  A suit of chain
mail costs around 5 pounds, or 80 shillings.
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Leather: leather armor is a form of hardened animal hide. it
weighs between 10 and 20 pounds, and gives the character who has
equipped it an armor class score of 12.  Leather armor costs
around 20 shillings, or a little more than a pound.

Shield: A shield weighs between 5 and 10 pounds, and gives a 1
point bonus to the character’s armor class score if the character
is wearing no armor, leather armor, or chain armor.  A shield
gives no bonus to a character who has equipped full plate armor,
as the highest armor class a character can have is 18.  Shields
cost 10 shillings or so.

Weapons:
There are a variety of weapons available for characters to wield.
Each weapon falls into one of three categories, based on the type
of damage inflicted:  Piercing, Cutting, or Bashing.  The
difference in damage type may be important, as some enemies are
resistant to certain damage (skeletons, for example resist 2
points of piercing damage, and 1 point of cutting damage)  Each
weapon does 1d6 damage, plus any bonus damage if the weapon is
magical (bonus damage is equal to the magic weapon’s magic
rating).  For two-handed weapons and longbows, roll 2d6, and take
the higher roll (do not add the results together).  If a warrior
is using a light weapon in each hand, he suffers a -2 penalty to
his attack rolls, but if an attack is successful, then the player
rolls 2d6 and takes the higher roll (do not add the results
together).

Examples of weapons:
Cutting:
Longswords, Axes, Two-handed Swords, Two-handed War Axes,
Falchions
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Piercing:
Daggers, Rapiers, Bows, Crossbows, Spears

Bashing:
Warhammers, Maces, Morning Stars, Clubs, Two-handed Mauls.

Hybrid:
Polearms--these are long-shafted weapons that can do more than
one type of damage.  They are known as halberds, guisarmes,
glaives, and so forth.  Generally, the types of damage a polearm
inflicts is either piercing or cutting damage (the player
indicates which type of damage the character is attempting to
inflict before the attack roll).  Polearms have greater reaching
capacity than regular weapons; a character can attack an enemy
from a greater distance with a polearm.  The spear is also a
polearm, but it only does piercing damage.

Poleaxes--these weapons can inflict either piercing, bashing or
cutting damage; the player tells the Game Master which type
damage he wants to inflict before he makes an attack roll with the
poleaxe.  Poleaxes also can reach further than normal weapons,
allowing the wielder to make melee attacks against enemies
outside the reach of normal weapons.

Light Weapons:
There are weapons among each damage type that can be considered
light weapons.  When a warrior, dwarf, halfling, or an elf that is
acting as a warrior uses a light weapon, then that character can
apply his Agility modifier rather than his Might modifier to the
attack and damage rolls.
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Some examples of light weapons are light maces, daggers, short
swords, and rapiers.  A warrior may use a light weapon in each
hand, suffering a -2 penalty to attack rolls, but dealing damage
as with a two-handed melee weapon (roll 2d6 and take the higher of
the two dice).

Weapon cost:  weapon cost for regular weapons depend on the
workmanship and materials used to make them, as well as market
conditions.  Costs can range between a pound to 40 or 50 pounds,
as the Game Master determines.

Other equipment:
Characters may also purchase such mundane items as waterskins,
food pouches, food, lanterns and other various types of
lighting, gambling items (dice, cards, etc.), rope, camping
equipment and poles of varying length (for testing for traps, of
course).  The Game Master may decide whether to require players
to keep track of these type items, or go with the assumption that
the characters are always in possession of whatever non-combat
equipment an adventurer may need.

Magic Equipment

Sometimes a character has a bit of luck and finds a weapon or
perhaps some armor that has magic properties.
For both magic weapons and magic armor, there are three levels,
+1, +2, +3.
Magic Weapons: Each level of a magic weapon allows the wielder
to re-roll a die in an attack roll.  The wielder must decide how
many dice to re-roll and then re-roll that number.  If a warrior
has a +2 longsword, and rolls an attack roll with which he is
dissatisfied, then he can re-roll up to two of the dice; but he
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must decide whether to re-roll just one, or both dice.  He cannot
re-roll one, then decide to re-roll the second.

Magic Armor:  each level of a magic suit of armor allows the
wearer to force an attacker to re-roll one die of an attack roll
against the wearer.  As with the Magic Weapon, the wearer must
decide how many dice must be re-rolled.  A character wearing +2
plate mail cannot ask for one die to be re-rolled, then ask for a
second die to be re-rolled.

Other magic equipment: the Game Master may decide to include
other magic equipment (such as magic bags that can reduce the
weight of items placed within it, etc.) in an adventuring party’s
loot.  What properties these items hold is up to the Game Master’s
discretion.

Hired Help
Characters may hire others to help them in their quest.  Hired
help may be in the form of bearers to tote around the characters’
treasure, fighting men to help the characters deal with
monsters, or any other activity the players may decide their
characters need help with.
Hired helpers have hit points in the 1d6 through 3d6 range, and
cost between 1 pound a week (for a bearer, say) to 10 pounds a week
(for an experienced warrior).  The hired help use whatever
equipment and weapons provided for them by the characters that
hire them.
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Combat:

When the adventurers find they must fight, the Game Master first
determines initiative.  Each side rolls 3d6, with the higher roll
winning initiative and all the members of the winning side taking
their turns, followed by all the members of the losing side.
Combat is divided into rounds, in which each side has a turn.  A
character may either move, attack, or do one other action when he
takes action on his sides’ turn.

Moving: the character may move a reasonable distance (as
determined by the Game Master) around the battlefield.

Attacking: To make an attack, the character rolls 3d6, applies
modifiers, and checks that the result is equal to or greater than
the targeted defense rating of the creature being attacked.
Modifiers are as follows:

Level modifier: Subtract 1 point from the roll for each level the
character is below 5.  Add 1 point to the roll for each level above
5 that the character has achieved.  A level 5 character has
neither bonus or penalty to the attack roll based on level

Ability modifiers: If the character has a score of 14 or higher
in the ability upon which the attack is based (Might or Agility
for weapon attacks, Understanding for faith powers and spells),
then add a 1 point bonus to the attack roll.  If the character’s
relevant ability score is 18, then the character gets a 2 point
bonus to the attack roll.  If the character has a score of 6 or
less in the relevant ability, then subtract 1 point from the
attack roll.
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Other modifiers: If the character enjoys a modifier based on
other factors, such as having been blessed by a priest, then he
adds this to the attack roll.

A roll of  “18” (three “sixes” when rolling 3d6) always hits, and
a roll of “3” always misses.

Other Actions:  If a character would rather do other actions,
such as load a crossbow, hide and sneak, search for and/or
disable a trap, or anything else, he simply notifies the Game
Master of his intentions, who will assign an ability check, if
necessary.  Ability checks are determined by rolling 3d6 and
applying relevant modifiers (level modifier, spells, etc.); if
the result is equal to or less than the ability score in question,
the action is successful.

Results of a Battle
If a character or enemy suffers enough damage to bring his hit
point total to 0, then the character or enemy dies.  As an
alternative, the attacker may choose to allow his fallen enemy to
remain alive but unconscious, by declaring such to the Game
Master (or the Game Master may decide it with regard to a player’s
character being dropped to 0 hit points).

At any time during a battle, the players may decide that the fight
is too difficult for their characters, and have the characters
flee the battle.  The Game Master may simply allow the characters
to flee, or require that each character roll an Agility score
check to determine if the characters are able to get away.

If all the characters are defeated, then the Game Master may
decide to allow the players to remain alive but suffer some sort
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of penalty (the characters are robbed of all equipment, for
example), otherwise, the characters all died, and players should
create new characters to continue playing.

If the characters’ enemies are defeated, then the characters
gain experience from the encounter.

Characters that are poisoned must make a saving throw (2d6, with
a roll of 7 or higher a success) once per day until he can find
cleansing from the poison.  Each day that he fails the saving
throw, he loses 2 points of Might score.  If his Might score
reaches 0, the character dies.

Characters that are diseased must make a saving throw once per
day until he can find healing from the disease.  Each day that he
fails the saving throw, he loses 1 point of Might score and 1
point of Understanding score.  If either score reaches 0, the
character dies.
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Experience

Experience comes from both defeating enemies and acquiring
treasure, and is measured in points.  Experience points gained
from defeating monsters depends on the monsters’ levels. The
experience points gained is 10 times the monster's level (the
number of hit dice it has.  Experience gained from treasure is
equal to the number of shillings or shillings’ worth of treasure
acquired; ten shillings equals one experience point.  In
addition, a character can add a 10% bonus to the experience
points if his ability score in his class’ prime ability is 15 or
higher, and another 10% bonus if the character’s wisdom ability
score is 15 or higher.

Once a character attains a certain amount of experience points,
he may increase his “Experience Level”, which gives the
character greater capacity for adventuring.  He is better
skilled at his profession, and better able to survive the rigors
of the wilderness and dungeon.

When a character reaches a number of experience points equal to
his current level times 100, then he may level up.  The Game
Master may allow characters to level up automatically, or he may
require that they return to an Adventurers’ Guild to receive
training to level up.

Benefits of gaining experience levels
The first benefit of gaining an experience level is that the
level modifier increases by one point.
The second benefit is that the characters gain more hit points.
The third benefit is that the character’s class gains additional
features with certain new levels.
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Once a character reaches level 5, he is no longer considered a
mere adventurer; his deeds have earned him the title of “Hero”,
and he is held in high esteem by the populace.  Also, one or more
of his ability scores increases by 2 points at level 5.

The highest level these rules allow for is level 10, although the
Game Master may decide higher levels are acceptable.
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Monsters

The Game Master creates monsters and other enemies to oppose the
characters.

To create a monster, the Game Master first determines the
monster’s level.  The monster’s level determines how many hit
dice the monster has.  Level 1 monsters have 1 hit die, level 2
monsters have 2 hit dice, and so forth.  Roll the monster’s
equivalent hit die to determine how many hit points the monster
has for that battle.  Each monster’s hit points may be rolled
separately, or one roll may suffice for all monsters of the same
type.

Then, the monster’s attack modifier is calculated the same way as
a character’s; the monster suffers a one point penalty for each
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level it is below 5, and enjoys a one point bonus for each level it
is above 5.  Therefore, a level 7 monster, when it rolls an
attack, will add 2 points to the result.  Attacks by monsters must
equal or exceed the character’s defense that is being targeted.
The Game Master then decides which type defense the monster
targets (or primarily targets, if the Game Master wants the
monster to have more than one type of attack).

The monster’s defenses are equal to 10 + the monster’s level.  The
Game Master may decide to shift this around.  For example, the
Game Master is building level 1 Goblins.  That means that the
goblins start out with AC, Might, Agility, and Understanding
defenses of 11 across the board.  The Game Master “borrows” three
points from the goblin’s Understanding defense and adds it to the
goblin’s armor class, making the goblin’s defenses an AC of 14,
Might 11, Agility 11, and Understanding 8.  The next time he makes
goblins, he may decide to arrange the defenses differently,
though.

Finally, the Game Master gives the monster a name, a background
(if necessary), motivations, and any other element that the Game
Master feels is necessary.

NPC’s or “Non-player Characters” can be created in the same way
as monsters, if the players want to fight NPCs for some reason.

Some monster examples:
Vermin Class
Giant Bug: hit die 1d6-1 (but always with at least 1 hit point),
Attack (-4), Defenses: AC 14, Might 11, Agility 10,
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Understanding 9

Giant Rat: hit die 1d6, Attack (-4), Defenses: AC 11, Might 8,
Agility 17, Understanding 8  Special: when the rat makes a
successful attack, he can make a second attack against the
target’s Might Defense.  If this second attack is successful, the
target is diseased.

Giant Snake:  hit die 1d6 +1, Attack (-3) Defenses: AC 10, Might
8, Agility 14, Understanding 11  (in this case, a point is taken
from the snake’s AC and applied to its attack roll) Special: when
the snake makes a successful attack, roll a 3d6 attack versus the
target’s Might Defense, a successful second attack means the
target was poisoned.

Dark Fey Class
Goblin: hit die 2d6, Attack (-3), Defenses: AC 15, Might 11,
Agility 11, Understanding 11

Troll: hit die 4d6, Attack (-1), Defenses: AC 16, Might 14,
Agility 14, Understanding 12  Special: the troll that is brought
to 0 hit points does not die unless it is struck with fire or acid.
If it is not struck with either substance, then it gets back up
with 1d6 hit points and continues fighting.

Ogre: hit die 5d6, Attack (+0), Defenses: AC 17, Might 17,
Agility 16, Understanding 10  Special: if the ogre successfully
hits a target, it makes a second attack against the targets Might
Defense. If this second attack is successful, then the target
takes no damage, but is stunned until the target makes a
successful saving throw.
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Bandit Class
Pickpocket:  hit die 1d6, Attack (-4), Defenses: AC 8, Might 8,
Agility 17, Understanding 11  Special: The pickpocket targets
the Understanding Defense.  A successful “hit” by a pickpocket
does no damage; rather, it removes one object or 1d6 gold from the
target.  After a successful hit, the Pickpocket immediately
attempts to flee the target’s area.
Thief: hit die 2d6, Attack (-3), Defenses: AC 12, Might 10,
Agility 16, Understanding 10  Special: A successful hit, in
addition to doing 1d6 damage, removes one object or 1d6 gold from
the target.
Brigand: hit die 4d6, Attack (-1), Defenses AC 16, Might 16,
Agility 16, Understanding 8  Special: A successful hit, in
addition to doing 1d6 damage, removes two objects, or 2d6 gold
from the target.

Evil Class
Note: all monsters in the evil class can be affected by the
priest’s Harm faith powers.

Skeleton:  hit die 1d6, Attack (-4), Defenses: AC 11, Might 11,
Agility 11, Understanding 11  Special: the skeleton resists
(does not take) 2 points of any damage caused by a piercing
weapon, and resists 1 point of any damage caused by cutting
weapons.  So, a warrior that successfully attacks a skeleton with
a spear, and rolls 4 points of damage, actually only does 2 points
of damage to the skeleton.

Warlock: hit die 3d6, Attack (-2), Defenses: AC 11, Might 11,
Agility 12, Understanding 18  Special: the Warlock can emulate
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some of the wizard’s spells; he can shoot bolts of magical
energy, he can create illusions, he can alter the Might of a
target.  The Game Master decides which defense these attacks best
target, and how much damage an attack will cause.

Vampire: hit die 6d6, Attack (+1), Defenses: AC 14, Might 14,
Agility 18, Understanding 18  Special: any time the vampire
successfully hits a target, it makes a second attack versus the
target’s Might Defense; if this second attack is successful,
then the target is diseased.  The vampire can turn into a bat,
which enables him to fly.  The vampire does this automatically,
and escapes, any time that it is reduced to 1 hit point.  When it
escapes, it returns to a hidden coffin and regains its full hit
points after a day’s rest.  Garlic, holy symbols, and silver are
useful in warding off vampires.  If the vampire is exposed to
sunlight, it suffers 1d6 points of damage per minute until it is
reduced to a pile ash.  These hit points cannot be regained by the
vampire.  Other than sunlight, the only way to kill a vampire is
to track it to its coffin, and drive a wooden stake through its
heart.

Draconic Class
Kobold: hit dice 1d6, Attack (-4), Defenses: AC 11, Might 11,
Agility 11, Understanding 11  Special: a kobold receives a +1
bonus to its attack roll for each kobold ally that is adjacent to
it.

Fire Drake: hit dice 6d6, Attack (+1), Defenses: AC 18, Might 18,
Agility 18, Understanding 10  Special: the Fire Drake can breath
a fireball from its mouth that has effects similar to the
wizard’s “Magic Blast” spell.  The fireball targets the Agility
defense of each creature within a 10 foot radius of a point within
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50 feet of the Fire Drake.  Damage is 3d6.

Dragon:  hit dice 10d6, Attack (+13), Defenses: AC 18, Might 18,
Agility 18, Understanding 18  Special: since the highest defense
any creature can have is 18, the extra points from each of the
dragon’s defense score has been added to its attack bonus.  The
dragon has a fire breath attack that extends from its mouth up to
100 feet from the dragon, and is a cone-shaped blast that is 30
foot wide at its furthest reach.  The dragon also has the ability
to control the mind of one or more targets; this attack is against
the Understanding score.  If this attack is successful, any
targets must do whatever the dragon commands until a successful
saving throw is made.  The dragon has the ability to fly at whim.
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Treasure

The Game Master must use his best judgment in awarding treasure
to characters.  Some adventures may earn the characters more
treasure than others.  Treasure may take the form of simple
currency, or it may be valuable and rare artwork, gems and
jewelry, or books and other scholarly items.  These items can be
sold by the characters at a marketplace or fair or other venue.
The Game Master may assign a set price for these items, or he may
require the characters to make an Understanding Score check to
determine what prices the characters receive.

Magical equipment is another form of treasure that characters
can get.  The Game Master can create and insert whatever magical
equipment he imagines would suit the game.
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Faith Powers by Level
HEAL
Level 1: Create Medicine.  The priest uses information from his
Book of Common Prayer to gather the herbs and reagents necessary
for making healing substances.  The finished product heals 1d3
(roll 1d6 and divide by 2, round up) + 1 per experience level of
the priest of physical wounds.  The medicines cannot heal hit
point loss incurred by using faith powers or magic spells.
Medicines can be stored for later use, provided there is a
storage container available.

Level 2: Healing Touch.  The priest can bypass the process of
making medicines, and heal his allies and himself (and other
beings, if he so chooses) by saying a brief prayer and laying
hands on the injury.  As with medicines, Healing Touch cures
physical wounds; it does not restore hit points lost through the
use of faith powers or magic spells.  The amount healed is 1d6 hit
points + 1 per experience level of the priest.

Level 3: Cure Disease.  The priest can use holy faith to
completely remove disease from another creature.  This also
works on people who have been poisoned.

Level 4: Healing Aura.  The priest says a short prayer, and a
golden light fills the area around the priest that extends to
about 50 feet in all directions.  The light heals the wounds of
the priest’s allies, as well as anyone else that the priest
appoints to receive healing.  The amount of healing is equal to
2d6 hit points + 2 hit points per experience level of the priest.
Level 5: Raise Dead.   Due to the priest’s righteous faith and
piety, he is granted the ability to call someone back from the
dead.  The being in question must be willing to be raised, and
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it’s possible that the being is forced to remain dead by the
powers that be.  Creatures without souls cannot be raised.
Anyone raised from the dead is restored to full health.

HARM
Level 1: Detect Evil.  One of the first things one must do to fight
evil is to discern its presence.  The priest prepares for this
faith power each time he studies his Book of Common Prayer,
meditating on the information contained therein.  When the time
comes, the priest offers a short prayer, and is granted the
ability to discern those with evil intent and/or any undead
creature, as well as spells and other magical auras that have
been created by evil entities.

Level 2: Repel Evil.  The priest says a short prayer, and holds
out the symbol of his faith to ward off evil beings and undead
creatures.  The player rolls 3d6 and applies any ability and
level modifiers.  This is considered an attack against the
Understanding Defense of every evil creature within a 50 foot
radius of the priest.  Any creature hit by the attack suffers no
damage, but flees in terror away from the priest until it makes a
saving throw (roll 2d6, with a roll of 7 or more equaling a
successful save).

Level 3: Restrain Evil. This is identical to the priest’s “Repel
Evil” faith power, except instead of evil creatures fleeing in
terror, they are frozen in place, unable to defend themselves
until they make a saving throw (roll 2d6; a roll of 7 or more
saves).

Level 4: Holy Blast.  The priest’s righteous wrath against evil
allows him to hit all evil creatures within a 50 foot radius of
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himself with a holy attack.  The attack targets the Might
Defense.  Successful attacks do 1d6 points of damage per
experience level of the priest.

Level 5: Banish Evil.  The priest prays, and all evil is banished
from the area.  This faith power targets a defense chosen by the
priest.  Those evil beings (or evil magical auras) within a 50
foot radius of the priest who are hit by this faith power are cast
into outer darkness, unable to cause havoc in the temporal realms
anymore.

BLESS
Level 1: Say Grace.  The priest bows his head and gives thanks and
blessing for any comestibles in his presence.  All food and water
within a 50 foot radius are cleansed of all rot and poison, and
become safe to consume.

Level 2: Bless Item or person.  The priest prays over a piece of
equipment, weapon, or armor, granting it a bonus equal to half
his level (rounded up) for the duration of the battle, or for an
hour, if this faith power is used outside of battle.
Alternatively, the priest can bless a person, giving a bonus to
one of the person’s ability scores for the duration of the
battle, or for one hour if this faith power is used outside
battle.  The bonus is equal to one-half the priest’s level
(rounded up).

Level 3: Remove Curse.  The priest prays for the removal of curses
laid against himself, his allies or any cursed equipment at hand.

Level 4: Divine Might.  The priest draws on his faith and piety to
increase his or an ally’s Might Score by an amount equal to the
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priest’s level for the duration of the battle, or for an hour, if
this faith power is used outside of battle.

Level 5: Armor of Faith.  The priest prays for protection for
himself or an ally. All defenses for the target are raised by an
amount equal to the priest’s level.  If any defense would be
pushed above 18, the extra points are treated the same as magic
enhancement (forcing a reroll of any successful attack against
the defense in question).  The Armor of Faith lasts for the
battle’s duration, or for an hour, if the faith power is used
outside battle.

CURSE
Note: a priest’s curse powers will not work against innocent
creatures or people.

Level 1: Slow Enemy.  The priest prays, and one enemy finds itself
unable to act at its normal pace.  This faith power targets the
Might Defense.  Any creature that is slowed must take two turns to
perform any action.  The creature may make a saving throw to
resume its normal pace.

Level 2: Silence Enemy.  The priest commands one creature to
silence.  This faith power targets the Understanding Defense.  A
creature that is silenced cannot speak or cast spells until it
makes a saving throw.

Level 3: Blind Enemy.  The priest prays for one creature to be
blinded.  This faith power targets the Might Defense.  A blinded
creature suffers a -2 penalty to all its defenses and attack
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rolls.  The creature remains blinded until it makes a successful
saving throw (a 7 or higher on a 2d6 roll).

Level 4: Cause Disease.  The priest can pray that an enemy be
afflicted with some disease, such as leprosy.  This faith power
targets the Might Defense.  A creature with a disease has all its
defenses, attack, and damage rolls reduced by an amount equal to
half the priest’s experience level (rounded up), until it makes a
saving throw.

Level 5. Bears of Judgment:  The cleric prays for retribution
against an enemy or enemies, and two she-bears (10d6 hit dice
each) appear and begin to fight the enemies targeted.  The bears
attack with a +6 bonus, or a +10 bonus if the enemies are in the
“Evil Class” and/or have been declared heretics by the priest’s
order or church; the bears’ attacks target each enemy’s weakest
defense.  The bears disappear with the battle’s end.  If the
priest uses this power frivolously (as determined by the Game
Master), or attempts to use it against innocent people, the bears
attack him and his allies instead, with the same attack bonuses.
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Magic Spells by Level
FIRE
Level 1: Light.  The wizard causes one object within 50 feet of
himself to glow brightly.  This object may be up to 5 feet square
in size.  Alternatively, the wizard may cause a small globe of
light to appear above his head, which maintains its position
relative to the wizard until it is dispelled or the magic runs
out.  The light lasts for one hour per level of the wizard.
Finally, the wizard may use this spell to ignite torches and
light small campfires.

Level 2: Magic Dart.  The wizard calls forth a small dart of pure
energy, that flies toward one enemy.  The dart attacks the
Agility Defense of the target, and does 1d6 points of damage if it
hits.

Level 3: Magic Bolt.  The wizard calls forth a larger, more
powerful version of the magic dart, that flies toward one enemy.
The attack targets either the Armor Class or Agility Defense of
the target (the player chooses).  If it hits, the Magic Bolt does
2d6 points of damage.

Level 4: Magic Blast.  The wizard calls forth a ball of magic
energy that flies toward a spot determined by the player, and
explodes.  Any creature (including the wizard’s allies) that is
within a 20 foot radius of the center of the explosion are
targeted.  The Magic Blast attacks the Agility Defense.  Any
creature it hits suffers 3d6 points of damage.

Level 5: Teleport.  The wizard can transform himself and up to 10
allies into beings of pure energy for the purposes of
transportation.  He names a specific location, and he and his
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companions are whisked there almost instantaneously.  Teleport
can transport the targets to any location within a 3000 mile
radius.

AIR
Level 1: Breeze.  The wizard causes the air within 50 feet of
himself to move at his bidding.  The Breeze can pick up and move an
object of up to 20 pounds and that is within 50 feet of the
wizard’s current location to another location within 50 feet of
the wizard; or it can cool those within the spell’s range; or the
wizard can cause the breeze to emit certain odors, such as a that
of a succulent feast or the sulfurous stench of a dragon’s den.
Breeze may also be used by the wizard to recreate sounds, such as
the drawing of a weapon or the growling of a monster.  Finally,
Breeze may be used to dispel magic; the cost of dispelling magic
is equal to the hit point cost of the magic that is being
dispelled.  A wizard may only dispel magic that he is himself able
to cast.

Level 2: Haste.  The wizard literally puts the wind at the back of
himself or one of his allies, while simultaneously reducing air
friction against which the target moves.  The character can take
two actions each of his turns in battle, or complete any action
twice as quickly if not in battle. The Haste spell lasts until
the end of the battle, or for 10 minutes per experience level of
the wizard, if used outside battle.

Level 3: Thunder.  The wizard causes a loud clap of thunder to
peal through the nearby air.  The Thunder spell targets the Might
Defense or the Understanding Defense (the player chooses before
rolling the attack) .  The wizard is not affected by the thunder
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himself, but any creature (including his allies) that are within
a 100 foot radius of the wizard who is hit by the attack is stunned
(may not take any action until he makes a successful saving
throw) and deafened (suffers a -1 penalty to Agility defense
until a successful saving throw).

Level 4: Fly.  The wizard takes three steps, flings his arms in
front of him, and takes to the skies.  He can effortlessly move in
any direction he wishes, and fly to any height.  His movement
speed is up to twice his walking speed.  When the spell ends, he
floats gently to the ground. He may also cast this spell on his
allies or other creatures.  The Fly spell lasts 1 hour each time
it is cast.

Level 5: Vacuum. The magician causes the air to suddenly evacuate
a 30 foot radius area that is within 100 feet of himself.  If the
wizard casts Vacuum in the same area in which he currently
resides, he is not affected by the spell, but his allies are.  Any
breathing creature takes 4d6 points of damage each round until
Vacuum is dispelled, until the creature can leave the area, or
until the creature dies.  If the creature remains in the spell’s
area of effect past the first round, then it suffers the “slowed”
condition, meaning that it can only take one action every other
turn.

WATER
Level 1: Create Potion.  The wizard can create different types of
non-medicinal potions that may recreated the effects of spells
in his Tome of Knowledge, or have some other effect, as
determined by himself along with the Game Master.  This spell can
also be used to create magical ink, which the wizard can then use
to inscribe magic scrolls.  The cost of creating a potion or magic
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ink is equal to the cost of casting the spell it emulates.  The
wizard may only create potions or scrolls of spells he is able to
cast.

Level 2: Illusory Mist.  The wizard commands a light mist to form
into an image that can fool others into thinking it is solid.  The
mist may be in the form of some monster or person, for example, or
perhaps a door in a wall.  The mist can move around in place, but
cannot traverse more than five feet without dissipating.  Anyone
who attempts to touch the illusory image immediately knows it is
an illusion.  Illusory Mist may also be used to make one target
become invisible.  The spell lasts until discovered to be an
illusion, or for one hour.

Level 3: Enchant Item.  The wizard infuses an item, such as a
weapon or suit of armor, with magically enhanced liquid that
permeates the item and bonds with it, making it temporarily
magical.  The level of magic the spell emulates is equal to 1
point if the wizard is at level 6, 2 points at level 7, and three
points at level 8 or above.  The Enchant Item spell lasts until
the end of the battle, or for an hour if used outside battle.

Level 4: Breathe Water.  The wizard can cause himself and up to 10
allies to gain the ability to breathe underwater.  The Breathe
Water spell does not enhance any of the targets’ swimming
ability.  Breathe Water lasts for up to one hour for every two
levels of the caster.

Level 5: Death Cloud.  The wizard conjures a cloud of acid
droplets that extend from the point of origin to a 30 foot radius.
If the wizard is within the radius, he is not affected, although
his allies are.  The Death Cloud targets the Might Defense, and
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does 3d6 points of corrosive damage to any creature it hits or any
item (including worn armor and wielded weapons) within the
radius.

EARTH
Level 1: Change form.  The wizard can alter the physical
appearance of himself or one target that he can touch.  The target
can resemble another living creature or non-living object, and
can change size to a reasonable amount (as determined by the Game
Master).  The target maintains its own mind and strengths--an
ally, for instance, that the wizard changes form to resemble an
ogre does not gain the extraordinary strength of an ogre
(although he does gain enough strength to move around in an
ogre‘s form).  The target can also be changed to resemble someone
in particular.  Change form lasts for 1 hour per experience level
of the wizard.

Level 2: Modify Strength.  The wizard can increase or decrease
the Might Score of another creature, up to an amount that equals
the level of the wizard, although a person‘s Might score may not
exceed 18. Modify Strength lasts for one hour per level of the
wizard.

Level 3: Magic Door or Wall.  The wizard causes an opening to
appear in a wall, creating a passage that is up to 10 foot wide by
10 foot high by 10 foot long.  Alternatively, the Wizard can
create a wall that is 10 foot high by 2 foot wide and up to 40 feet
long.  The wizard can make the wall run in a straight line or bend;
he can close up a portal, or create a temporary small “fortress”
around himself and his allies.  The door or wall lasts until the
end of the battle, or for 10 minutes per experience level of the
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wizard, if used outside battle.

Level 4: Change Stone Form. The wizard causes another living or
undead creature to turn into a stone statue.  The attack targets
the Might Defense, and the wizard must touch the intended target.
There is no saving throw to change from the stone form; the
creature must be changed from being a statue by the same or
similar power that turned it into a statue. Alternatively, the
wizard changes a statue into a living creature.   If the statue
was not a living creature before being changed by the wizard, it
turns back into a statue after an hour has passed.

Level 5: Create Chasm.  The wizard causes up to a 20 foot square
area of the floor or ground to open, revealing a seemingly
bottomless pit.  The Create Chasm attacks the Agility Defense,
and can affect any ally of the wizard that is in the area.  Those
creatures that are hit by the attack fall into the bowels of the
earth, never to be seen again.  Flying creatures are not
affected.  The pit remains open for one minute before re-closing.
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The Half-Remembered Realms

The setting for this set of rules is Medieval England, sort of….

In the year A.D. 1066, Uther Pendragon, Duke of Normandy,
deployed his army across the English Channel and defeated the
Saxon king, Harold “Vortigern” Godwinson at the Battle of
Hastings.  Uther’s forces quickly subdued the Saxon resistance,
and he replaced the old Saxon nobility with his Norman cronies.
His reign was one of brutal oppression until his death, in A.D.
1215.  In that same year, the boy Arthur, foster son of Sir Ector,
was revealed to be Uther’s son and heir by pulling the sword
Excalibur from a stone and anvil which had miraculously appeared
in a churchyard in London.  Arthur was immediately beset by civil
war, as the old Norman aristocracy rejected the rule of a “boy
king”.  As so often happens, war brought with it ruthless
scavengers and marauders; goblins and trolls and other nasty
fiends.  Arthur, upon the advice of Merlin the Enchanter,
established an Adventurers’ Guild System to train up heroes to
fight back the menacing horde, even as he fought a rebellion.
Your characters are recent graduates of this Guild, and seek to
establish their fame and fortune while beating back the darkness
that envelopes the kingdom…

You must use this campaign setting if you want to use these
rules.
……..
……..
……..
Ha Ha! Just Kidding!  Use whatever setting you like, of course.
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Dungeon Slog

Here are some guidelines for creating a  simple “dungeon crawl
adventure” style game.
Get a pack of 4x6 index cards.  Each card will represent a room in
the dungeon.
Before the game, sketch out on a piece of paper how you want the
first few floors’ layouts to be arranged.  For each room, note
whether there is a pack of monsters, some trap, or treasure (or
all three at once), or any other feature, and where the room’s
exits are.  Use about 10 to 15 rooms for each floor of the dungeon.
Rooms are adjacent to each other (no connecting hallways).
In one of the rooms on each floor is a staircase leading to the
floor beneath it (you may also include a trap door that drops to
the lower floor--but adventurers will suffer falling damage by
taking this route--1d6 per 10 foot drop).  Have this room sealed
by an unbreakable lock, the key for which is hidden in another
room on the floor.  You might also include a tough--for the
characters’ current experience level--monster for them to fight
or trick in order to get to the stairs leading to the next floor.

It might be helpful to laminate a regular sheet of paper to use as
a sort of “zoom” view of the room in which the characters
currently reside, drawing whatever features of the room
(furniture, rubbish, a snarling troll) onto it to help players
visualize the characters’ surroundings and to know where
everyone is if a battle breaks out.  Otherwise, simply describe
the room’s features, and let the players use their imaginations.

When the characters exit one room, place another card in the
appropriate position relative to the room the characters just
vacated.  When the characters descend to a lower floor, begin a
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new floor layout with a card representing the first room of the
next floor.

Try to have a group of monsters to fight for every two rooms of
each floor, and enough treasure available so that the characters
gain a level of experience with each floor they clear.

Try not to have each monster encounter be a fight, however.
Instead of beginning every encounter with, “There’s a snarling
troll on the far side of the room; it charges”, perhaps begin the
situation thus: “There’s a troll on the far side of the room.  As
soon as you enter, it looks up sharply, then hastily tries to hide
something behind its back; it has an extremely guilty look on its
face.”  This might intrigue the players enough to try to figure
out what the troll is doing before attempting to kill it.  (What’s
behind its back?  That’s for you to decide.)
You might also have the players come upon a tribe of goblins and a
tribe of kobolds arguing over a prisoner--maybe a noble that has
gone missing, or the daughter of the farmer who gave the
characters hospitality a few nights before; the situation is
tense enough that a misstep by the characters could get the
prisoner killed.

A wide variety of traps should be included in the dungeon.
Imagine what sort of traps YOU would lay out to protect a valuable
heirloom from a gang of determined thieves.
A common form of trap is a pressure plate in the floor that, when
stepped on, shoots a dart (which can be poisoned) at the one who
stepped on it.  Trap doors that lead to a pit (with or without
long, upward-pointing spikes) are also popular.  Defeating a
trap will require the players to describe how their characters
are carefully searching the area, prodding suspicious-looking
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stonework with a long pole or weapon, running their hands lightly
over a wall, sending one of the hired help along a suspicious-
looking passageway.

Try to include atmospheric descriptions of the rooms that the
characters pass through.  For example, include a “haunted floor”
of the dungeon.  When the characters descend to this floor, have
the door shut tight behind them.
“The light of the torches are blown out as if by a wind.  There is a
dim blue light permeating the room, but the source of the light is
hidden; the temperature falls precipitately, and the
characters’ breath comes out in little clouds.  A candlestick
floats slowly across the room, carried by an unseen hand.”
The characters must discover the mystery behind the “haunted
floor” as they traverse the rooms (Maybe the floor isn’t really
haunted; or maybe another group of adventurers were betrayed,
and their angry spirits seek revenge against everyone who enters
the floor).

Remember to include treasure on each floor; try to have most of it
hidden--force the characters to earn their pay.  Along with the
treasure, place magical equipment for the characters to use.
For example: Magic bags--these bags can hold heavy objects and
still weigh only a few pounds; potions of healing, spell scrolls,
wands of various types (trap detection, treasure detection),
enchanted food pouches that never run out of food, musical
instruments that can produce different effects when played,
magic mapping scrolls, et, as they say, cetera.

Beginning the adventure could be a simple as having had the
characters discover a treasure map that leads to an old castle.
Or, the characters could have ducked into a cave during a
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rainstorm, and as they were drying out, hear a distant cry for
help somewhere in the darkness ahead.
As the characters descend further, you might try to create an
overarching story concerning the dungeon.  Maybe it was the
stronghold of an ancient king who committed a heinous deed, and
thus cursed himself and his castle.  Or maybe an artifact resides
in the lowest depths, the discovery of which could bring peace to
the land, or Armageddon.  Provide clues for the players to figure
out as their characters explore; rat-chewed books and papers,
time-worn statues and monuments, a crazy old hermit that has
lucid moments between times of spouting nonsense.

If a character dies, and is unable to be raised from the dead,
allow the player to immediately roll up a new character (whether
the new character is at the same level as the deceased is up to
you), so that he can continue playing.  The new character can be
someone rescued by the party, or maybe one of the henchmen is
promoted, or even have the new character “just happen to walk
by.”

When the last floor is fully explored, and the artifact or
treasure is discovered, or the evil dragon defeated, the
characters should be at their highest experience level.  The
players can describe their characters’ retirement, and have the
characters pass on one or more items to a new generation of
adventurers (magic sword, holy relic, newly created spell,
etc.), and start the whole thing over again.
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